USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10506.17

Jon says:
Summary: While the XO and CIV go their separate ways to find the CNS and FCO, the CMO experiences some sort of odd vision and goes to the nearest washroom to freshen up.
Jon says:
The main away team remains in the bar and enjoys their drinks, while the CNS and FCO are in the habitat section looking for the quarters belonging to the boy they ran into on the promenade.
Jon says:
ACTD Productions proudly presents.
Jon says:
The Counterpart - 10506.17, Part 8
Jon says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::sitting in the bar with his Commander and the Federation Away Team, enjoying his kanar::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::blinks and looks around the crowd:: Self: Now wherre did he rrun off too? Crrazy Vulcan.
FCO_Williams says:
#::in habitat section looking at area signs:: Self: I sure he said 14-B
FCO_Williams says:
#::trying to look like he knows where he is going::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::sitting quietly::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::sipping his drink and observing the room to see if anything interesting is going on::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::perks ears and walks through the crowd, in the direction the Counselor ran off, after the boy::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::tail twitching a little because she's a bit nervous, sipping at her drink::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Are we lost?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::finishes his drink and slams the glass on the table::
CO_Shras says:
@:: sitting at a table, looking around who is there ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Looks around the habitat area known as 14-B::
FCO_Williams says:
#::looks ahead and sees the CNS, and begins moving in his direction::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@ALL: Good stuff...
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::jumps as the 'Bajoran' slams his cup on the table::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CO: You sure you don't want any?
CIV_Azanna says:
#::sees the FCO a bit away and begins walking towards him::
CO_Shras says:
@:: looks at Pomar ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: I think we are literally going in circles around this ring::
CO_Shras says:
@Pomar: What?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CO: Kanar!
CO_Shras says:
@Pomar: What year?
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: Yes it appears that way ::sees Azanna heading their way:: CNS: Here comes Grey, I wonder if she has any new info for us?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CO: 2309. An excellent vintage.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Looks around for indications of what sector they are in:: SELF: Fourteen B, Fourteen B....
CO_Shras says:
@Pomar: Well in that case I'll have some
Glinn_Pomar says:
@CO: Excellent!
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::taps her foot, looking around the bar, wondering when she'll get a chance to look over the data she collected before::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@Gul: Sir, you want some as well?
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: I 'm sure the boy said he lived in 14-B,
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::spies someone who looks like they might be an informant and leaves the table suddenly, without explanation and heads towards the dark figure lurking near the rear exit of the bar::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::looks at the Cardassian and then to the CO::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::raises paw:: FCO: Yo!
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::looks back at Pomar and shakes his head:: Pomar: make sure they don't get into trouble while I'm gone
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Looks and also sees trouble.... err.... umm.... Grey coming towards their location::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::tilts her head to one side, watching the Gul leave the table and approach someone near the back of the bar, wondering what's up::
Glinn_Pomar says:
@Gul: Yes, sir.
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV: Grey ::waves in her direction::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::walks closer:: FCO: How goes it? ::twitches tail and looks around::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Maybe we should knock on one of these doors and get directions. Hey, I was hoping she wouldn't see us.
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: Bit late for that.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Umm... Hi.... Grey.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@Barkeep: Two Kanars!
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: You have a talent for stating the obvious, Mr. Williams.
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV: Trying to find where that kid lives
CIV_Azanna says:
#::steps closer to the CNS:: CNS: You werre rright. That Vulcan ain't rrgiht. I trried to keep an eye on him, but he slipped off on his own somewherre. ::whispered::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@CO: Sir, make that three Kanars.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@<Barkeep>::grunts and hands the Glinn three Kanars::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Finally, someone sees it too. Where is "Mr. Taal"?
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::watches the three others get Kanars, not getting one for herself, since she's not particularly big on drinking...::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::leaves out the back door with the dark hooded character::
CIV_Azanna says:
#CNS: ::shrugs:: He said he wanted to split up and look forr you two, I trried to keep an eye on him, but therre was a crrowd. ::looks down:: I'm sorry Zach.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: I know the yellow crystals have something to do with everything Taal's disappearance and why all those ships converged here.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::takes a sip and wrinkles her nose:: Self: This is going to take some time to get used to.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::chugs down his Kanar::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::glances at the Glinn:: Pomar: Where did he go? I thought we were the only people around here that you all knew... could have sworn he was talking to someone over there... ::feeling mighty suspicious::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Don't be. I'm glad I have someone who believes me. I thought I might be going nuts.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@OPS: Huh? You mean Gul Mileck? Probably needed to use the washroom. But I could say the say for your 'Cardassian' friend.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV/FCO: Now we gotta find that kid.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: You know this place. Where do we find him? Where is 14-B?
CO_Shras says:
@Pomar: So tell me, your mission tonight is to get us drunk or are we actually going to see what these folks are up to?
CIV_Azanna says:
#::looks around:: CNS/FCO: Lessee...If I rrememberr correctly...should be down that corridorr. ::points::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::shrugs:: Pomar: Hmm... No doubt...CO: If you don't mind, I'll go take a walk, I think there were some.. Eh.. Interesting pistols from the 20th century in one of the shops. ::stands::..
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Lead the way, please.
CO_Shras says:
@OPS: Ok but don't get lost or into troubles....
FCO_Williams says:
#::follows CIV and CNS, keeping an eye out for anyone who may be following or observing them::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::nods:: CO: Of course, I'll be back in 30 minutes, if I'm not back by then, presume me M.I.A ::grins a little and walks off::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::tugs her coat closed and heads down the hall::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@Pomar: Please enlighten me on your propulsion systems if you don't mind.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::glances back at the table, noting the CEO is distracting the Glinn, and makes her way out of the bar the way the Gul and his.. "friend" went::
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: enters the bar wiping his mouth on his sleeve as he tugs at this belt with the other hand ::
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE CNS, FCO, AND CIV TURNS A CORNER AND STARES AT WHAT APPEARS TO BE A DOOR AT THE END OF THE CORRIDOR.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Carrying his staff, follows behind Grey::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::gestures:: CNS: And therre we arre.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@Pomar: I am truly fascinated by your propulsion systems. Maybe you could show this old CEO a few new tricks.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: What's this? ::Sees door::
Jon says:
@ACTION: AN ORION SECURITY OFFICER ENTERS THE BAR.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::looks up and down the corridor, seeing if she can spot the Gul anywhere::
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: heads over to the table and looks at the empty glasses and snorts :: All: Alright, who ordered the root beer?
CO_Shras says:
@Pomar/CEO: Don't look but I think troubles entered the bar....
CIV_Azanna says:
#CNS: Section 14-B.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::notes that an Orion security officer with her keen eyes and watches every move that is made::  CO: Aware of the situation sir.
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: picks up a glass and sniffs it :: All: Well!
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::closes her eyes for a moment, considering which way to go, then opens them, and decides to take a chance, turning to the left and moving onwards::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Ok now what. Do we just go in?
CIV_Azanna says:
#::steps forward and rings the chime::
Jon says:
#ACTION: NO ONE ANSWERS.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Ringing the bell is good too. ::Smiles::
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: It's probably just another hallway
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: leans over and sniffs the CEO's breath :: CEO: You order root beer?
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV?CNS: Shall we take a look?
CIV_Azanna says:
#::rolls eyes and inputs a code into the door panel::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Is it locked? ::Turns to Williams:: FCO: I think we should.
CO_Shras says:
@SEC: Root beer! Why order root beer when we have this amazing kanar?
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE CIV'S CODE OPENS THE DOOR. IT LEADS TO A TURBOLIFT.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: I hope you got a good weapon on you.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::stands and backs up:: SEC: Excuse me? I do not nor have I ever had root beer. I am drinking Kanar with my captain and Glinn Pomar.
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV: Grey, Shouldn't be too hard for you to get us in, with your colorful past. ::grins::
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: watches the others closely :: CEO: What are you? Human? :: gives the CO a cold stare ::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::rolls eyes again as she steps into the turbolift. FCO: Steve-o, colorrful isn't the half of it.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::returns to the bar and quickly approaches the Away Team:: All: You will all be interested to know that I've learned there is a price on the heads of your crew ::said looking directly at the CO::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Looks at FCO. Can't argue with that comment::
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV: I was being polite.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@SEC: I am a Cheyenne Indian pure blood. I am human and you are beginning to go where you are not supposed to go so I suggest you back off.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::stops and sighs, apparently her efforts to find out what the Gul is up to, have been in vain::
FCO_Williams says:
#CNS: The way I here it, she has fractured a rule or 5. ::smiles::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Enters in a turbo lift::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::cannot see where the Gul is anywhere::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::eyes narrowing to slits, glaring back at the SEC officer::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: ...at least
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: moves around the table and turns as Mileck speaks :: Gul: What? We have a bounty to collect? :: turns and grins broadly :: All: Well, well, what have I found here?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Is in the turbo lift:: CIV: Ok where to, now?
CIV_Azanna says:
#::examines the turbolift console:: Self: Lesse herre.. ::punches the same code into the panel::
CO_Shras says:
@Gul: That I had guessed, but who is behind it that is what we are here to find about
SEC_Joffa says:
@CEO: Human huh? Now what a prize I seem to have stumbled onto.
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE TURBOLIFT DOORS CLOSE AND THE TURBOLIFT BEGINS TO MOVE.
FCO_Williams says:
#::standing at lift door watching for anything out of place::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::frowns and turns around, making her way back towards the bar::
CO_Shras says:
@Sec: You have found nothing interesting ::punches the guard directly in the center of his face ::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::immediately throws the first punch at the Orion Security guy::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::still standing but now her hand is on the hilt of her bone knife just waiting for the moment if it happens::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Feels Turbo lift move:: SELF: Uh oh.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::moves quickly to put herself between the CO and the SEC::
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: Let’s hope we are going in the right direction.
SEC_Joffa says:
@:: ducks the punch and starts laughing :: Gul: Ha! You'll have to do better than that old man. :: swings and connects with Mileck's right jaw ::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::Looks to the Geneva CO:: CO: I'll tell you more later.... but we've got to get out of here, and this (talking about the thrown punch) will create the appropriate diversion
Jon says:
@ACTION: SEEING THE ORION SECURITY GUARD GET PUNCHED, A FEW PATRONS EAGERLY DROP THEIR DRINKS AND JOIN IN ON THE "FESTIVITIES"
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Right. CIV: Uh...where are we going?
SEC_Joffa says:
@CEO: Stay out of this girly. :: pushes her backwards ::
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE TURBOLIFT SLOWS TO A HALT AND THE DOORS OPEN.
CIV_Azanna says:
#::shrugs:: CNS: No clue. ::grins at him:: That's why it's fun.
CO_Shras says:
@Gul: We'll follow you
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::pauses at a table in the corridor selling jewelry::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::reacts instantly with her knife and leaves a gash in his face::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: I agree. It's a real rush. But, our quest?
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::punches a Ferengi on the nose and turns around to get hit in the jaw by a Yridian::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::looks around as the doors open:: CNS: Maybe that crrystal has something to do with that Vulcan of yourrs.
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: I must say, I was expecting a hallway, not a lift. Then again...
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::lunges again and sinks her knife into his chest::  CO/Pomar: Get out of here.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: The boy?
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: moves back and reaches for the CEO's wrist and twists it back forcing the knife to the floor :: CEO: Now that's not nice girly.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::continues on her way after seeing nothing worthwhile::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::instantly moves around the other way and tosses the Cardassian over her head and he lands heavily::
Jon says:
@ACTION: THE CEO'S ATTEMPT TO STAB THE ORION IN THE CHEST FAILS.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::stops in the door of the bar, taking in the fight::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: I believe Taal is an imposter. Taal wouldn't buy something cuz someone said it was lucky. And he seems pre occupied with those yellow rocks.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
CO/Pomar: Please get out of here.
Glinn_Pomar says:
@::gets hit in the back with a chair and falls over a table::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@Self: Oh... dear.... this can't be good...::stands on her toes, trying to see where her teammates are::
CIV_Azanna says:
#CNS: That's what I meant.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::puts her foot on his chest:: SEC: That is what you get for touching me.
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: bends low and comes up behind the CO and grabs him around the neck :: CO: Call them off unless you want your blood mingling with the beer on the floor. :: holds his own knife to the Captain's throat ::
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: The boy said he lived in section 14-B, so we still have a bit of searching to do it seems.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: That, and he acts like he doesn’t know me when we talk. I know my friend Taal. The guy on the Bebop? That wasn't him.
Jon says:
@ACTION: A Bajoran appears in front of the CEO and throws a punch.
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: You could be right, he has been acting a little funny lately, not anything specific, but just a feeling I had.
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE CORRIDOR IN FRONT OF THE AWAY TEAM IS DARK.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::ducks and gives a straight upper cut to the chin::
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: starts pulling the CO towards the door :: CO: Call them off!
CIV_Azanna says:
#::claps her paws, hoping for one of those "clap on, clap off thingees"::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::spots an Orion Security Guard pulling the CO towards the door::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: We gotta learn what these things are. ::Produces two from his pocket and holds them out in the palm of his hand::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Puts them back::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::not waiting any longer slowly moves like a wolf stalking out and around in the shadows towards the SEC and the CO::
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: spots the CEO and moves in the opposite direction before she can get close ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Notices no light:: CIV: Someone forget to pay the electric bill?
Jon says:
@ACTION: THERE ARE TOO MANY PEOPLE IN THE BAR FIGHTING FOR THE CEO TO "STALK.”
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: Shall we continue our search ::moves to exit lift::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Steps out into the darkness, staff at the ready::
Jon says:
#ACTION: AS THE FCO STEPS OUT OF THE LIFT, THE LIGHTS TURN ON.
CIV_Azanna says:
#CNS: I believe it. I can see in the darrk, so you boys might want to stick close.
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: swings the Captain around, his knife slicing into his throat :: CO: Call them off now!
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: We gotta go on.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::now moves the other way like a cat but runs into some one and pushes him out of the way and continues her stalk::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::leans down quickly, pulling the knife from her boot that she bought earlier and throws it at the SEC's back::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::blinks and looks back at the FCO, shakes her head and begins walking down the hallway::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Right behind you. ::Follows close behind her::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::seeing an opening, lunges quickly::
FCO_Williams says:
#::halts as the lights come on, looks around to get his bearings, and takes in the scene ahead::
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE ROOM IS FILLED WITH STASIS TUBES AND INCUBATION CHAMBERS THAT EXTEND THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE ROOM WHICH IS VAST.
FCO_Williams says:
#::heads off down the hallway after Grey::
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: turns the CO around again as a knife is thrown :: CO: Not this time....:: watches the knife heading for the Captain's chest ::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::with the speed of a cougar she grabs the hand with the knife and instinctive hits the nerve area for the knife to fall from the hand::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::Sees what is about to happen and moves as the knife is about to hit the CO and takes the knife instead::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::looks around:: CNS/FCO: Uhh...guys? This is rreally starrting to get crreepy and I am not that kinda girrl.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::falls in a heap on the floor::
Jon says:
@ACTION: MIRACULOUSLY, EVEN THOUGH THE KNIFE STRIKES THE ANDORIAN IN THE CHEST, HE IS UNHURT AND THE KNIFE IS DEFLECTED AWAY.
CNS_Bauer says:
#SELF/CIV/FCO: What the.... Where are we? ::Doesn’t like the look of this place::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: You need to tell me right now where we are and why you led us here. Where's the boy?
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: starts to laugh :: CO: One dead human.
Jon says:
#ACTION: UPON CLOSER OBSERVATION OF THE STASIS UNITS THE AWAY TEAM RECOGNIZES THE SAME BOY THEY RAN INTO ON THE PROMENADE... IN ALL THE CHAMBERS.
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: Strange looking quarters. ::begins to wonder if they are still in the habitat area at all::
CO_Shras says:
@Sec: Check in you books, I am not human
CIV_Azanna says:
#CNS: This is section 14-B. Arre you surre that's wherre he told you?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Examines his surroundings and is in disbelief at what he sees:: SELF: What the........?
CO_Shras says:
@Sec: and I'm not dead yet :: attempt to free himself by hitting the guard whit his elbows ::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::fires a hidden weapon directly at the head of the Orion Security guy::
CIV_Azanna says:
#CNS/FCO: Okay boys... this is rreally not good.
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: makes it to the doorway and leans his back against it :: CO: You think that matters? You are simply a shield. :: tries to hang on tighter ::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::cringes as the knife hits the CEO instead of the SEC::
Jon says:
@ACTION: THE ORION SECURITY GUARD IS HIT AND COLLAPSES ON THE FLOOR.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Is this 14-B? And he told you where he lived. Are these boys all clones?
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: That's the boy, isn't it? Remind me never to spend the night here; the rooms appear a little small for my liking. ::looks at the stasis chamber the boy is in::
SEC_Joffa says:
@ :: crumples to the floor ::
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::looks up at the OPS::  OPS: not to worry I was meant to take the knife and Not the CO. All in the line of duty. ::passes out::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::puts a paw to one of the chambers, and is silent for a moment. The boy appears to be the same age as her son.::
CO_Shras says:
@OPS: How is he?
Jon says:
@ACTION: EVEN WITH THE DEAD ORION SECURITY GUARD ON THE DECK, THE PATRONS OF THE BAR CONTINUE TO FIGHT IT OUT.
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Which one of them is the one who bumped into me? How do we tell? ::Sees the control panel for this lab and approaches it::
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::shivers at the CEO's words:: CO: I...don't know ::kneels down next to the CEO and checks for a pulse::
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: Where are we??? What the..... ::realizes that a number of the chambers appear to contain the same boy - clones perhaps::
Jon says:
#ACTION: UPON CLOSER INSPECTION OF THE CONTROL PANEL, THE CNS SPOTS A YELLOW GLIMMER IN SOME OF THE SLOTS.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Suddenly looks at Grey:: CIV: Are you ok?
CO_Shras says:
@OPS: Quick, can he be moved, we have to get out of here
CIV_Azanna says:
#::blinks away a tear:: CNS: What now?
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO/CIV: Hey look at this. ::That shade of yellow looks familiar::
FCO_Williams says:
#::sees the yellow glimmer:: CNS/CIV: Looks familiar.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Sorry, I just thought a felt something....concerning you.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@CO: I don't know, but we can take her anyways ::starts to lift the CEO by one arm::
CO_Shras says:
@Gul: Ok let's move :: grab the other CEO's arm ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: See if you can get the cover off this panel somehow.
FCO_Williams says:
#::moves to console:: CNS: No problem ::begins examining cover for a release::
CIV_Azanna says:
#::gives the CNS a smile:: CNS: I have no emotions kid, that's what gets you killed. ::looks in the stasis pod:: Yeah...I think one of those crrystals is in herre too. ::whispers:: Don't worry Atrreyu...Mommy will find you.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: No emotions huh? Remember who you're talking to. Like you I have my talents too.
OPS_L`yaian says:
@CO: We should get moving...what happened anyways?
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@::grabs the CEO and vacates the premises with the rest of the team::
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE CIV'S SUSPICIONS ARE CONFIRMED WHEN THE FCO AND CNS REMOVE THE COVER OF A PANEL. THEY SOURCE OF THE YELLOW GLIMMER APPEARS TO BE THE YELLOW CRYSTALS.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Atrreyu? Who? What are you talking about.... Mommy?
Host Gul_Mileck says:
ACTION: AS THE PRIMARY AWAY TEAM LEAVES THE BAR, SEVERAL ORIONS BURST IN TO FIND AN ONGOING BARFIGHT AND A DEAD COMPANION...... THEY ARRIVED TO LATE TO CATCH THE AWAY TEAM
CIV_Azanna says:
#::perks ears:: CNS: What arre you talking about? ::confused look::
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: There we go. ::puts panel aside so the crystal can be examined::
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@CO: I knew I'd have to do something to get you all out of there.... I believe the Earthers have an expression "You were like a bunch of sitting ducks in a gallery" or something like that
FCO_Williams says:
#::Looks to Grey and CNS.. Notices confused expressions on their faces:: CIV/CNS: You guys alright?
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Look! What do these things do? ::Touches a crystal careful not to move it. Goes to controls. Tries to learn what the crystals do by going through the consoles computer::
CNS_Bauer says:
#FCO: Yes, I think so.
CEO_Lt_Running_Horse says:
@::begins to regain consciousness::  CO: Sir, are you alright?
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: Grey?
CIV_Azanna says:
# FCO: Surre, no prroblem. You figurrre out those crrystal do-dads?
OPS_L`yaian says:
@::overhears the Gul speaking:: Gul: I still don't know what’s going on... why did we have to get out of there?...Sorry.. Wasn’t in the bar when the fight started, so I'm a bit confused::
CIV_Azanna says:
# ::mimics the handsome counselor:: CNS: Zach?
FCO_Williams says:
#CIV/CNS: This crystal appears to be some sort of data storage device, look at the way it is connected
CO_Shras says:
@CEO: I am, but I would worry more about myself if I were you
Jon says:
#ACTION: THE TURBOLIFT DOORS CLOSE AND THE AWAY TEAM HEARS THE TURBOLIFT MOVE OFF.
Host Gul_Mileck says:
@OPS: You were about to be discovered.....
CNS_Bauer says:
#CIV: You said a name... like you where talking to someone.... you called yourself its...."Mommy"?
Host Gul_Mileck says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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